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"If your dreams are only about
yourself, they are certainly not big
enough.”
-Dr. Teju Baba

www.myafricancliches.com

BIOGRAPHY
Dr Tèju Baba was born and raised in
Benin Republic (West Africa). After
completing his medical studies in
Benin and France, he later went on
to specialize in health economics.
Graduating In 2008 with a master’s
degree from the London School of
Economics (LSE). Subsequently, he
works in public health across Africa,
Eastern Europe and Asia, focusing
on sustainable financing for health,
malaria
vaccine
development
strengthening of governments’
health policy decision-making in
low and middle-income countries.
Fueled by his passion for history and culture, Tèju has traveled to
more than 50 countries, including 27 countries across Africa. His
travels across the continent highlighted Africa’s rich and complex
history, and a realisation that this history has been vastly
underrepresented; a great history, largely obscured by many
widespread clichés, he hopes to help deconstruct. Far from
professing to fall into the trap of the basic confrontation between
black and white civilizations, rather, his book suggests that selfawareness is essential for those who want to take a fair look at
the rest of the world.
He is best known as the host of "My African Clichés". A bilingual
podcast, produced in both French and English, highlighting an
array of topics, including African history, literature, politics, arts &
much more.
Tèju currently works as Senior Health Specialist
international organization based in Nairobi, Kenya.
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“Follow your dreams, don’t mind the
doubts, to inspire others” - Dr. Tèju Baba.
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PRESS RELEASE
New Book Celebrates ‘50 African Pioneers from 1880 to Present'
November 10, 2021 – Dr.Tèju Baba is excited to announce the release of
his book: '50 African Pioneers from 1880 to Present'. The book is the first of
its kind to celebrate the contribution of 50 women and men who achieved
many firsts and previously impossible feats for the African continent. The
140-page hardcover book is for all ages and for those curious to learn
more about the history of Africa and its legendary pioneers. After a
successful campaign on Kickstarter, the book is now being published and
is available for purchase on My African Clichés website.
Most children and adults in Africa and the diaspora, have heard about
pioneers from other continents. However, fewer Africans know about the
incredible and courageous stories of African pioneers; who dedicated
their lives for the upward progression of Africa. Having traveled the world,
Dr. Teju Baba, observed that the information on Africa was limited and
presented from a misinformed point of view. This inspired him to create an
African-centric narrative to change the representation of the continent.
'50 African Pioneers’ is geared towards re-educating people, and giving
them the tools to start seeing Africa and Africans differently than
historically perceived. Sharing the legendary feats of African pioneers, will
help shape a better understanding of the continent. With so much missing
from history books of Africans contributions to their own development and
advances. This book invites more people to learn about the rich history of
Africa, in a fun and creative way, with beautiful illustrations depicting the
pioneers throughout the book.
The book, ‘50 African Pioneers, from
1880 to Present’, is a bilingual
(English and French) tribute to all the
Africans, past and present, who
paved the way forward. Overall, the
book is a great way to find a role
model you can identify with; and to
learn about African pioneers who
applied the African wisdom that says
that “If your dreams are only about
yourself, they are certainly not big
enough.”
Contact:
Email: myafricancliches@gmail.com
Website :www.myafricancliches.com
Instagram: @myafricacliches

Q&A
Q) What inspired you to write 50
African Pioneers?
A) This project began as I was
trying to write an episode for my
podcast, My African Clichés. I
started
researching
the
first
intellectuals and graduates of the
continent. Without much success,
I realized that there was very little
documented
information
or
resources
that
were
easily
accessible. The more I searched I
came to the conclusion that we
needed to hear these stories and
as a collective reminder that the
lives and dreams of African
pioneers deserve to be told.
Q) What aspects of your own
life inspire this book?

Q) What was the most
challenging part of writing
this book?
A) Finding the research on
African pioneers. Not only,
was
finding
the
history
difficult but also trying to
diversify the pioneers so
that we covered different
regions. I underestimated
the
lack
of
information
readily available, which in
the end took a tremendous
amount of time to find.

A) I identify as West African, having
roots in at least 4 countries in the
region. I grew up in French-speaking
Africa in the 1980s and 1990s, in a
context
where
African
school
programs did not, and still do not,
pay much attention to African
heritage. As a result, I mainly had
only
public
libraries,
with
the
majority of books by European
authors. Books shape our vision of
the world and therefore, as a result, I
knew and therefore admired the
great characters and pioneers from
other
continents
much
more.
Similar to me, outside their own
country heroes, African children are
growing up without the influence of
the region’s documented pioneers.

Q&A
Q) Is this book part of a series?
A) Initially, no. But, as I started
my research I had more than
200 pioneers to choose from
and it was quite difficult to
narrow down. And people have
been quite receptive to the
book, moving forward I hope to
create another series, including
pioneers
from
the
African
diaspora.

Q) What can readers hope
to learn from this book?
A) I hope this book serves as
an
educational
resource
and gateway to the lives
and
stories
of
African
pioneers.
The
stories
of
African pioneers deserve to
emerge from anonymity and
deserve to be told. I also
hope
this
serves
as
a
catalyst for those eager to
learn
more
about
the
continent.

OVERVIEW

Q) What do you think is the
unique attribute of you
book?
A) The books entire premise
is most unique because I
have yet to see such a book,
focused entirely on pioneers
from the African continent.
While yes you may find
similar
books
on
Black
pioneers, this book serves a
different
purpose.
It
is
stories about Africa and the
Africans
who
have
championed so much on
the continent, yet have gone
unheard of.

Choosing only 50 pioneers was not an easy task. We had to
define criteria and categorize accordingly. Our choice of
pioneers was influenced by their impact, their lives, their
struggles, their choices and their legacy.

BOOK EXCERPTS

QUICK FACTS

"We feel a spark of
recognition and the glow of
hope when we hear of
people who have sprung
from familiar
circumstances and risen to
achieve extraordinary
things ; things that no
longer feel quite so out of
reach."
-Naza Alakija
CEO S.A.G.E Innovation Centre

On November 15, 2021, the
book goes on sale after a
successful campaign in
which
157
backers
pledged €12,001 to help
bring this project to life
between May 12, 2021,
and July 1, 2021.
(50 days)
With the support of the
SAGE Innovation Centre,
1000 copies of the book
have
been
purchased
and will be donated to a
number
of
schools
across Africa.
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